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1. First of All

2. Colour Mixing

Learn how to make these
simple shapes. You will
be able to use them in
lots of different ways to
build up super models.
They are very easy to

Modelling material
colours can easily be
mixed to make lots
more colours. By
moulding two or more
colours together in
your hands you can
get a marble effect with
streaks and swirls in it.
When you mix them up

make with your hands or
simple tools like a plastic
knife or a pencil. Never
use sharp knives or
scissors - they can be
dangerous.

completely you will get
brand new colours.

Leaflet

Mix blue
and yellow
to make
green

3. Layering

4. Making Pictures
It's easy to make 3-D
pictures with modelling
material. Roll out a large
flat square of modelling
material or use a square
of card or thin wood.
Build your picture up on it
by cutting out the shapes

Building up modelling
material in layers is great
fun! Put different
coloured circles on top of
each other and you have
an amazing cake to cut
into. You can even put a
modelling material cherry
on top!

Stick different coloured
modelling material logs
together and you can
make a super snake or
a lovely lighthouse.

Mix red
and yellow
to make
orange

Mix red
and blue
to make
purple

Mix red
and green
to make
brown

Mix red
and white
to make
pink

Mix black
and white
to make
grey

5. Press a Pattern

you want from flat pieces'
of modelling material and
sticking them on to the
square. You can make
pictures of houses, funny
faces or anything you
want.

There are lots of things
you will find around the
house to help you press
a pattern into your
modelling material. You
can use a key, a coin, a
comb, a pencil and lots

of other things. You will
always get a perfect
picture in the modelling
material. Why not see
how many things you
can think of to use to
make patterns?

6. Letters
Modelling material can
easily be made into all the
letters of the alphabet.
You can even write your
name with modelling
material. Simply cut out
the letters from a flat
piece of modelling
material and put them
together to spell your
name. You can roll out
thin logs, bend them

7. Moon City
round to make letters
and stick tiny balls on
the ends. You can even
make a really thin log
then write your name
with it. Can you think of
any other ways?

Making a model like
Moon City is easy
with modelling
material.

Make lots of simple shapes
out of modelling material
and you can build them up
into anything you want like
this model of Moon City.
It’s made up of logs, balls,

blocks and simple cutout shapes put together
to make a space station.
You can make anything
you like out of modelling
material.

9. Animal Fun

10. Mosaics

You can have great fun
making funny animals out
of modelling material. You
can make mad monsters
in all shapes and sizes,
pet dogs, funny frogs - in
fact why not have a
competition with your
friends to see who can
make the funniest
animal? You can also

A mosaic is simply a
picture made up of
lots of small pieces.
Modelling material
mosaics are very
simple to do. Make
lots of little modelling
material balls and

make puppet heads.
Make the head, push a
hole in the bottom for
your finger, make some
clothes out of an old
piece of material and
you've got a great hand
puppet.

8. Fruit Bowl

You can make yourself a
bowl of fruit that looks
good enough to eat with
modelling material. Simply
cut the shapes out of flat
pieces of modelling
material, and put them

together to make a
super 3-D picture. In
the same way you can
make bowls of flowers,
pot plants, trees and
bushes.

Washing Instructions
Modelling material can be removed from most fabrics. In the
unlikely event of modelling material sticking to clothes or carpets
the following steps are advised:
1. Please check any cleaning instructions on the item from which
modelling material is to be removed. If the item requires dry
cleaning consult a reputable cleaner before proceeding.
2. Remove excess modelling material from the garment or carpet.
3. Using a small nail brush and cold water, wash out the
remaining modelling material.
4.A small amount of washing up liquid will assist you in restoring
your carpet or garment to its original condition.

Non-Toxic
Conforms to EN71

build them up bit by bit to
make any sort of pattern
or picture you like. When
you have finished you can
press them flat to fix them

firmly in place. You can
also cut out small
square tiles and put
them together in the
same way.
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